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Improving Your UX Design with the Consumer in Mind

FIVE CONVERSION BLOCKERS
AND HOW TO FIX THEM

Introduction

Average online cart abandonment rates reached almost
70% in 2020.

UNDERSTANDING YOUR SITE
VISITORS HOLDS THE KEY TO
IMPROVING YOUR CONVERSION
In

the competitive world of online retail,

eCommerce

leaders

are

charged

with

Unexpected Costs

improving conversion rates to both maintain

Any cost, tax, or fee required to complete a purchase that is not explicitly communicated on

and enhance profitability. From unclear

70%

calls to action and complicated checkout

the offer or product detail page (PDP) will surprise your shoppers. These unexpected costs are
strongly disliked—especially when introduced at the end of the purchase journey or at checkout.5

processes to confusing shipping policies

Some consumers interpret this as an act of willful deception and will not return.6

or sites that appear untrustworthy, many
conversion concerns can be solved with

Unexpected costs are the single largest cause of cart abandonment. According to Statista, 41%

strategic choices in flow and function. As

of digital cart abandonment as of January 2019 was driven by higher-than-expected shipping

eCommerce experts serving global brands,

costs.7 In a 2020 report titled “44 Cart Abandonment Rate Statistics” published by UX research

Scalefast offers the first of this three-part

group the Baymard Institute, 49% of consumers surveyed cited high costs and extra fees as the
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number one reason for cart abandonment. Retailers that clearly list all additional costs and fees

Fix Them

upfront before checkout will significantly reduce cart abandonment rates.

Reasons for Abandonment

THE COMMON CAUSES OF LOW
CONVERSION RATES

Extra costs too high (shipping, tax, fees)

49%

The site wanted me to create an account

24%

Delivery was too slow

19%

Too long / complicated checkout process

18%

I didn't trust the site with my credit card information

17%

challenges for retailers, with average rates

I couldn't see / calculate total order cost up-front

17%

reaching 69.8% in 2020.4 The good news?

Website had errors / crashed

12%

Retailers have the power to improve their

Returns policy wasn't satisfactory

11%

conversion rates when armed with the right

There weren't enough payment methods

7%

data. Here are five reasons why site visitors

The credit card was declined

4%

Getting

well-qualified

traffic

to

your

eCommerce site is both challenging and
costly. Many visitors will leave your site
after adding products to their cart. In fact,
online cart abandonment is one of the top

abandon carts and what you can do about it.
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Baymard Institute. (Dec. 21, 2020). 44 Cart Abandonment Rate Statistics. [Link]
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No Guest Checkout

Website Had Errors or Crashed

As many as 24% of visitors will leave an

here is no faster way to frustrate your customer

eCommerce store if it does not provide a guest

and inspire them to leave your site without a

checkout option.4 Creating an online account

purchase than with a buggy website or a site

with a retailer can be a complicated and time-

crash. According to research from the Baymard

consuming

Institute, 12% of site visitors will abandon their

process—especially

on

mobile

devices. Not offering a guest checkout option is

carts due to a buggy or crashed site. [4] Site

a surefire way to kill your conversion rate.

crashes can be avoided by developing specialty

Security Concerns

web sites that are equipped to handle extremely
high sales velocity. Often used for product

In 2020, 86% of global consumers fell victim to

drops, these specialty sites are engineered for

identity theft, fraud, or a data breach according to

maximum server up-time and fraud protection.

research from OpSec Security. 51% of consumers
surveyed also experienced a rise in phishing
activity.10 Understandably, new visitors to your
store may be reluctant to share their personal

Complicated Checkouts
18% of global online shoppers cite long and
complicated checkout processes as their number
one reason for cart abandonment.4 American

information unless they can be reassured.
Retailers must build trust with customers. Be upfront about how personal data is used and stored
and keep compliant to local data privacy laws. Communicate trustworthiness and reliability with
clearly posted policies, contact information and referrals.

shoppers show even less patience: 30% of U.S.

User experience analytics tools give eCommerce leaders unprecedented insights into their

shoppers will abandon carts if they are required

customer’s purchase journey. With auto-tracking and funnel analysis, it’s possible to identify CRO

to re-enter their credit card information, and

opportunities along the purchase funnel.

25% will bounce without buying if they are asked
to re-enter their shipping info.9 These findings
underscore the importance of simple, fast, and
glitch-free checkout experiences. Brands that
invest in enterprise technology to power credit
card processing, fraud mitigation and address
confirmation see higher conversion rates.
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HOW TO VANQUISH CONVERSION RATE KILLERS

Improving User Engagement for Better Conversion Rates

The explosion of eCommerce means it’s never

User engagement is defined as how often, (and for how long) a visitor uses your site. However,

been more important to offer a flawless online

true user engagement metrics include much more than data about session length and visit

experience for. Good UX is now something

frequency. Customer feedback metrics such as surveys, newsletter subscriptions, notifications

today’s

reviews, and chat logs are other valuable resources for building a conversion rate optimization

shoppers

expect.11

For

brands,

the impacts of excellent user experience

(CRO) strategy.

design have major returns. According to

Gather data on the following to build your CRO strategy:

recent research from McKinsey & Company,
companies with high design scores are
correlated with higher business performance,
with both revenues and total returns to
shareholders increasing at faster rates than
their industry counterparts.12

Where and how the average customer
journey begins

The features of your site that are
associated with purchasers

What inspires return visits and customer
loyalty

The behaviors that are associated with
visitor frustration

Cart abandonment frequency by customer
segment

The stage which visitors are most likely to
leave your site

Time on Site: Not What it Seems
When you successfully attract a visitor to your store, it’s tempting to encourage them to stay.
Unfortunately, site visitors who spend longer than average browsing your site are not always
accomplishing their goal. “Time on site“ is not granular enough to understand “the why” behind
long browsing times.

Measure the Time it Takes to Solve Your Customer’s Problem
The best eCommerce sites solve customer problems quickly.13 While it may seem counter-intuitive,
the best eCommerce experience is one in which a visitor arrives at your site, immediately finds

What marketers think:

What customers think:

• “More time on my site must correlate to

• “I cannot find what I need. Maybe this is

a high purchase intent.”
• “More time spent on my site must mean

the wrong brand for me.”
• “I’m not feeling confident in this

they find our content and products

purchase. I’m going to look around and

useful and interesting.”

gather more information.”

• “The more time they spend on my site,

what they need to solve their problem and, leaves.

• “I don’t understand this user interface.

the more loyalty they begin to have for

Shopping this site is difficult and

our brand.”

confusing.”

CASE STUDY
Open Table’s website and mobile app is an example of UX
design that solves a customer need quickly. The restaurant

Statistics
Visits

Sales

Earnings

reservation service could encourage their site visitors to spend
lots of time on their site evaluating restaurants and perusing
content—if that was the metric that mattered to them. Instead,
Open Table encourages visitors to secure reservations quickly
and exit the app. Although visitors don’t linger, it results in
high user satisfaction and better conversion rates. Open Table
understands that directing site visitors to what they need
quickly is more important than time spent on site.14
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Lead Visitors to Key Actions

CONCLUSION

Visitors flock to your site because they have an

Low conversion rates and abandoned carts are some of the most complex and challenging

unmet need, and they’re looking to see if your

problems for an eCommerce leader to solve. Many of the reasons for lackluster revenue can

brand and products can solve them. This theory

be traced back to flaws in an eCommerce site’s user experience (UX) design:

of consumer action is called Jobs to be Done

• Unclear pricing

(JTBD). And it can help you create UX design
solutions that will encourage conversions.15 On
your eCommerce site, create clear and easy-toaccomplish key actions and encourage users
to ‘follow the happy path.’16 The process of

• Complicated checkouts
• Confusing customer flows
• No guest checkout options and sites that appear dubious or misleading

discovering, understanding, and purchasing from

These are some of the most common reasons for low conversion rates and abandoned

your company should be straightforward and

carts. Designing a site that’s easy to navigate and clear to use makes it easy for your

simple. Adding too many key actions is asking

visitors to find what they need—fast. Identify “the happy path” and inspire your developers

too much of your customer and risks pushing
them away.

and designers to create experiences that will maintain and improve North Star Metrics that
are better long-term indicators of site health than revenue alone.

Identify a North Star Metric to Measure Engagement for Growth
All brands measure revenue as an indicator of current success, but the best will consider
other measures health. After all, revenue can hide missteps now that could be fatal down the
line. Overperformers identify a metric that will point to both current success and long-term
performance.17 This one quantifiable measure intrinsically aligned with your company’s core
mission is called a North Star Metric. And its power lies in its ability to predict if your brand is
on-course or off-kilter.

EXAMPLE OF A NORTH STAR METRIC:
Statistics
Visits

Sales

Earnings

• A subscription-based game or site should
track active users per day rather than revenue
to understand long-term their outlook.
• Airbnb could track booking fees. However,
the number of nights booked is a better
predictor of long-term growth.
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ABOUT AIR360
Air360 is an advanced user experience analytics platform that helps brands and business leaders
get after what matters—conversion. With user experience data collected in real-time, marketing,
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For more information, visit www.scalefast.com
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